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Rachel Abrams earned her BFA in Dramaturgy from the Carnegie Mellon School of 
Drama this past May, 2015. She is particularly interested in new play dramaturgy, 
community engagement, and promoting diversity and social engagement through 
theater.  This fall, Rachel will be an Artistic Intern at the Women's Project Theater in 
NYC. She has previously worked with Abrams Artists Agency in NYC and the Space 
Theatre in London. Feel free to peruse her full portfolio: 
http://rabramsdramaturgy.wordpress.com 
 
Rebecca Adelsheim is a dramaturg, producer, and community programmer based in 
Chicago. Rebecca recently completed the Artistic Apprenticeship at Steppenwolf Theatre 
Company; she also frequently works with Victory Gardens Theater and The Hypocrites. 
Rebecca received her B.A. from the University of Pennsylvania and has worked with The 
Arden, Philadelphia Theatre Company, Directors Gathering, and the Philadelphia Fringe 
as a dramaturg and producer. Up next, Rebecca will assistant direct American Idiot with 
The Hypocrites and dramaturg K. Frithjof Peterson's Bosons with Strange Bedfellows 
Theater.  
 
Jess Applebaum is a dramaturg, creative producer, scholar and the literary manager for 
One Year Lease Theater Company (www.oneyearlease.org). She specializes in devised, 
ensemble-based performance practices. In May 2014 she presented "Dramaturg for Hire: 
Contextual Dramaturgy for a Global (St)age" at the conference Alternative Dramaturgies 
of the New Millennium in Tangiers, Morocco; curated the discussion "Devised 
Performance Dramaturgy" at last year’s LMDA conference in Boston, and had her article
"Finding the Hyphenate - Embodying Dramaturgy" published in The Routledge 
Companion to Dramaturgy (ed. by Magda Romanska, 2014). She holds a Master’s
Degree in Performance Studies from NYU and an MFA in Dramaturgy from 
Columbia  University. 
 
Neena Arndt is the associate dramaturg at Goodman Theatre. In seven seasons, she has 
served as dramaturg for more than 20 productions, including Robert Falls’ productions
of Measure for Measure, The Iceman Cometh and The Seagull, David Cromer’s
production of Sweet Bird of Youth and the world premiere of Rebecca Gilman’s Luna 
Gale. She has also worked with the American Repertory Theater, Milwaukee Repertory 
Theater, Actors Theatre of Louisville, and the New Harmony Project, among others. Ms. 
Arndt has taught at Boston University and DePaul University. She holds an MFA in 
dramaturgy from the A.R.T./MXAT Institute for Advanced Theatre Training at Harvard 
University, and a BA in linguistics from Pomona College. 
 
Catherine Ballachey is currently in her second year of the Masters in Dramaturgy 
program at the University of Ottawa. Her research is focused on the methodologies of 
dramatic adaptation with the added component of a creative project. In 2009, she 
graduated from Simon Fraser University’s Contemporary Arts program with a major in
Performance Theatre and a minor in French. That same year, she founded a theatre 
company with a colleague back in Vancouver, Resounding Scream Theatre. She has also 
worked with a number of theatre companies in Vancouver and Ottawa in various roles, 
including Stage Manager, Producer, Interim General Manager, and Administrative 
Assistant. Her biggest passion lies in writing and dramaturgy. This summer, she is 
fortunate enough to be the Dramaturgy Intern with Odyssey Theatre in Ottawa. Up next, 
she will be Assistant Directing Angel Square at the GCTC in December, also in Ottawa. 
 
Marie Leofeli R. Barlizo is a playwright, dramaturg, TV writer and emerging director. 
She is a graduate of the University of British Columbia's Optional-Residency Creative 
Writing MFA Program and holds a BFA in Theatre with a Specialization in Drama in 
Education from Concordia University. She is the first visible minority to graduate from 
the National Theatre School's Playwriting Program. She is the recipient of the 2005 
David Tuer Emerging Artist Scholarship in Dramaturgy from Alberta Theatre Projects 
(ATP). Marie was the Associate Dramaturg at Nightswimming Theatre courtesy of the 
Metcalf Foundation Grant for Professional Development (2009) where she assisted Brian 
Quirt on all of Nightswimming's projects. She was the dramaturg at Centaur Theatre 
Company in 2011 in Montreal. Her plays Stroke and Happiness (a.k.a The Art of 
Betrayal) were workshopped at Playwrights Theatre Centre in Vancouver.  She has 
assistant directed for Emma Tibaldo in Daniel Denis' That Woman. She produced and 
made her directing debut at the 2015 Montreal Fringe Festival with her play Stroke. She 
is writing a TYA play about sexual consent in association with the non-profit 
organization Head and Hands in Montreal. She will be dramaturg-in-residence at Black 
Theatre Workshop for the 2015-2016 season.  
 
Meghan Beals is the Interim Artistic Director of Chicago Dramatists, a 36-year-old new 
play development theatre with 34 Resident Playwrights.  She served as Associate Artistic 
Director of Chicago Dramatists from 2011-2013. Previously, she was the Literary 
Manager at Northlight Theatre, Producer of "Classics in the Parks" with Chicago Park 
District, Project Assistant for First Look Repertory of New Work at Steppenwolf Theatre 
and Artistic Associate at The Pearl Theatre Company in New York. In 2012, she was 
awarded a TCG/Mellon Leadership University grant, enabling her to visit and observe 
new play development centers across the country.  She received her M.F.A. in Directing 
at The Theatre School at DePaul University, and B.A. in Theatre at the University of 
Southern California. 
 
Beth Blickers is currently an agent at Abrams Artists Agency. Before joining Abrams, 
she was an agent at Helen Merrill Ltd. and the William Morris Agency, where she began 
work after graduating from New York University. Beth has served on numerous juries 
and panels and presented sessions on every facet of building a career imaginable. She is 
the President of Literary Managers and Dramaturgs of the Americas and and is the Board 
Chair Emeritus of Theatre Breaking Through Barriers, a New York company that works 
with artists with disabilities. 
 
Mark Bly is the Resident Dramaturg for The Acting Company of New York and an 
Adjunct Professor in Playwriting in the MFA Program at Fordham/Primary Stages. He is 
the former Director of the MFA Playwriting Program at Hunter College   coordinating 
their innovative Equity Showcase Hunter Playwrights Festival. 
He was the Chair of the MFA Playwriting Program at the Yale School of Drama from 
1992-2004 while Associate Artistic Director at the Yale Rep. Over the past 35 years he 
has served as a Dramaturg, Director of New Play Development, and Associate Artistic 
Director dramaturging and producing over 200 plays. Bly has dramaturged on Broadway 
Emily Mann’s Execution of Justice (1985), Moises Kaufman’s 33 Variations (2009), and 
Ibsen’s An Enemy of the People (2012). He has served as the Dramaturg on world 
premieres of plays by Rajiv Joseph, Suzan- Lori Parks, Ken Lin, Sarah Ruhl, Charles 
Randolph Wright, and Moises Kaufman. Bly has written for numerous publications: Yale 
Theatre as Contributing Editor and Advisory Editor, Theatre Forum, Theater Topics, 
LMDA Review, American Theatre, Critical Stages, Dramaturgy Sourcebook, and The 
Routledge Companion to Dramaturgy. He is the Editor of Production Notebooks: 
Theatre in Process: Volumes I & II (TCG, 1996, 2001) and the upcoming Volume III 
(TCG). He was the Special Editor of the groundbreaking issue on Dramaturgy for Yale 
Theatre, “Return of the Dramaturgs” Summer, 1986. In 2010 Bly received the LMDA
G.E Lessing Career Achievement Award only the fourth time the Award was bestowed in 
the organization’s history. He recently initiated the Bly Creative Capacity
Grant/Fellowship for LMDA. 
 
Amanda Boyle is a PhD candidate (ABD) in the Department of Theatre at the University 
of Kansas and the Literary Assistant/Dramaturg at the Unicorn Theatre in Kansas City, 
MO. She earned a MA in Theatre from UMKC and a BSE in Theatre and Speech from 
the UCM. Amanda has had the privilege of serving as Dramaturg for over fifteen Unicorn 
productions including Cock (2015), Grounded (2014), Venus in Fur (2013), My Name is 
Asher Lev (2013), Hungry (2012), Red (2011), and more. She has also worked as 
Dramaturg, Assistant Director, and Stage Manager at the Coterie Theatre in Kansas City, 
MO.  
 
Diane Brewer teaches, dramaturgs, and directs at the University of Evansville.  
 
Daniel Burson is a freelance dramaturg and director and Co-Artistic Director of the 
Maine Playwrights Festival in Portland, Maine.  He has developed and directed new 
works at theaters in Maine and Massachusetts including Penobscot Theatre Company, 
Mad Horse Theatre, Boston Playwrights Theater, and Portland Stage Company, where he 
was previously Literary & Education Manager.  His other dramaturgical projects include 
being a five-time Dramaturgy Respondent for KCACTF Region 1, and serving as 
dramaturg and co-adapter for Portland Stage’s adaptations of Ibsen’s Peer Gynt and 
Andersen’s The Snow Queen.  As an Educator, he has developed programs for Portland 
Stage, Saco River Theatre, and the Maine Educational Theatre Association.  Dan is the 
regional co-vice president for LMDA Northeast, and is a graduate of the original 
Wesleyan University. 
 
Danielle Carroll is an actor and comedienne based in New York City. Originally from 
the Bay Area, CA, Danielle holds a B.A. in theatre and a B.A. in mathematics from 
Boston College. While there, she was the recipient of the Boston College Player Award 
for her acting. In 2007, Danielle completed her M.A. in Performance Studies at NYU’s
Tisch School of the Arts where she had the privilege of studying with field pioneers Anna 
Deavere Smith and Richard Schechner.  Recently, she made her international debut at 
The Netherlands Film Festival in the short film All Those Sunflowers directed by Golden 
Calf winner Bram Schouw. She just finished playing waspy frenemy Suzy in the web 
series Cold Feet directed by Rob Margolies (She Wants Me). Danielle is a graduate of 
The William Esper Studio’s 2-Year Meisner Training Program and a proud member of 
SAG-AFTRA. She is thrilled to be celebrating her 9th conference as LMDA’s
Administrative Director! When she is not acting or administrating, Danielle enjoys vodka 
martinis with olives and playing fetch with her feral cat Jaina (also available for hire).  
 
Anne Cattaneo is the dramaturg of Lincoln Center Theater and the creator and head of 
the Lincoln Center Theater Directors Lab.  A three term past president of Literary 
Mangers and Dramaturgs of the Americas, she is the recipient of LMDA’s first Lessing
Award for lifetime achievement of dramaturgy. She has worked widely as a dramaturg on 
classical plays with directors such as Bartlett Sher, Robert Wilson, Adrian Hall, Jack 
O’Brien, Robert Falls, Mark Lamos and JoAnne Akalaitis. As the director of the
Playworks Program at the Phoenix Theater during the late 1970's, she commissioned and 
developed plays by Wendy Wasserstein (ISN'T IT ROMANTIC) Mustapha Matura 
(MEETINGS) and Christopher Durang (BEYOND THERAPY). For the Acting 
Company, she created two projects: ORCHARDS (published by Knopf and Broadway 
Play Publishing) which presented seven Chekhov stories adapted for the stage by Maria 
Irene Fornes, Spalding Gray, John Guare, David Mamet, Wendy Wasserstein, Michael 
Weller and Samm-Art Williams, and LOVE’S FIRE (published by William Morrow)
responses to Shakespeare sonnets by Eric Bogosian, William Finn, John Guare, Tony 
Kushner, Marsha Norman, Ntozake Shange and Wendy Wasserstein. Her own 
translations of 20th Century German playwrights include Brecht's GALILEO (Goodman 
Theater 1986 starring Brian Dennehy) and Botho Strauss' BIG AND LITTLE (Phoenix 
production starring Barbara Barrie, published by Farrar, Straus and Giroux.) She is 
currently on the faculty at Juilliard. In July 2011, she was awarded the Margo Jones 
Medal given annually to a “citizen of the theater who has demonstrated a significant
impact, understanding and affirmation of the craft of playwriting, with a lifetime 
commitment to the encouragement of the living theatre everywhere.” 
Ken Cerniglia is dramaturg and literary manager for Disney Theatrical Group, where 
since 2003 he has developed over fifty shows for professional, amateur and school 
productions, including The Hunchback of Notre Dame, Aladdin, Peter and the 
Starcatcher and Newsies. Current freelance projects include Oliverio: A Brazilian Twist 
on Dickens (Kennedy Center), Monticello Wakes (Fisher Ensemble), Hadestown (New 
York Theatre Workshop) and Bridges (Berkeley Playhouse). Ken is artistic director of 
Two Turns Theatre Company, co-founder of the American Theatre Archive Project, and 
president-elect of Literary Managers and Dramaturgs of the Americas. He holds a Ph.D. 
in theater history and criticism from the University of Washington. 
Michael Mark Chemers received an MFA in Playwriting from Indiana University in 
1997 and a PhD in Theatre History and Theory from the University of Washington in 
2001. While a professor at the School of Drama at Carnegie Mellon University, he 
became the founding director of the School’s Bachelor of Fine Arts in Production
Dramaturgy Program, created according to the principles laid out by G. E. Lessing in The 
Hamburg Dramaturgy. He is also the author of Ghost Light: An Introductory Handbook 
for Dramaturgy (Southern Illinois University Press, 2010), and is collaborating with a 
team of scholars on a new annotated translation of The Hamburg Dramaturgy. In 2012 he 
joined the faculty at the University of California, Santa Cruz, and is currently the Director 
of the Digital Arts and New Media Program (DANM). He has more than 20 years of 
experience as a dramaturg, including international collaborations.  
Bernadine Cidranes. Born & raised in New Orleans, home has been Brooklyn for 15 
years. Since choosing theatre life, she has been working as a background actor in film & 
tv. Student ASM/production intern, summer 2013: Going to Tahiti's play "Bella's 
Dream". Class of 2016 at Brooklyn College, B. A., Theatre Arts.  
Stephen Colella is the Associate Artistic Director and Company Dramaturg for Young 
People’s Theatre.  Other work includes: Dramaturgy for Three Fingered Jack, The 
Intruder, 2008-2014 De Colores Festivals (Alameda Theatre), Sleeping Beauty Dreams 
(Marionetas de la Esquina/Kennedy Center), Potluck Festival (fu-Gen Theatre), and The 
Paprika Festival. He is a graduate of the Masters of Philosophy (MPhil) Dramaturgy 
program at the University of Glasgow, Treasurer for LMDA Canada and Vice-President, 
Programs for LMDA.     
 
By day Ben Coleman is the Literary Associate for Samuel French Inc. where he is 
responsible seeing and reading plays & musicals for this 180 year old theatrical 
institution. Ben regularly works as a dramaturg, producer, and critic in addition to his 
work in dramatic publishing. Last year he served on the Nominating Committee for the 
Drama Desk Awards, and he has had the privilege to work for such organizations as: The 
Signature Theatre, New Dramatists, LCT3, UnsungMusicalsCo., MCC, Astoria 
Performing Arts Center, the Princess Grace Awards, and numerous theatrical agencies 
and casting offices. Ben has a Master’s Degree in Theatre History & Criticism from
Brooklyn College and a BFA in Musical Theatre from Syracuse 
University. @benreviews. 
Arrie Davidson is believed to be the reincarnation of Ruth St. Denis has and has been 
described by critics as "the naughty lovechild of Modern Dance and a Burlesque 
Carnival” -nytheater.com.  She is a Transgender Performance Artist, Choreographer, 
Writer and Feminist Faerie advocate for social evolution.  Arrie has studied on 
scholarship at Pennsylvania Ballet, Gus Giordano Jazz and received her mentorship in 
Kurt Jooss/Tanztheater under Diana Moore.  Major performance credits include Seán 
Curran Company, Ballet Preljocaj’s “Paysage apres la bataille,” Justin Bond’s House of
Whimsy and The Box-NYC. She is founder of KineticArchitecture Dance Theatre, 
teaches/choreographs throughout the country and has served on the Faculty of Houston 
Ballet Academy and as Director of Education for New York City Ballet. Arrie received 
an M.F.A. from Sam Houston State. 
The daughter of a choral musician and a journalist, Emily DeDakis grew up in the 
Southeast U.S. She studied literature and history at Tulane University in New Orleans, 
and in 2005 moved to Belfast, N. Ireland. Holding MA and Ph.D degrees in creative 
writing from Queen’s University Belfast, Emily has taught creative writing extensively
and is a prose writer and freelance editor. Currently, Emily is literary manager and 
dramaturg for Accidental Theatre, a Belfast-based new-writing company working in 
alternative formats (like 24-hour theatre) and in close collaboration with other artists (like 
curators, sonic artists and videographers). She has developed scripts with dozens of 
playwrights, and has acted as dramaturg for numerous performances, including The Lost 
Martini by Accidental Theatre & Shannon Yee (immersive theatre; 2015), The Kitchen, 
the Bedroom & the Grave by Donal O’Hagan (stage play & documentary; Accidental
2014; winner of a Stewart Parker Trust award), Arrivals and Arrivals 2 (intercultural 
plays; Terra Nova 2014 & ’15), Katie, Don’ t Go (photo-sound installation; The MAC 
2013) and The Dutiful Wife (dance theatre; OffTheRails 2015). She is a script reader for 
New Writing South (Brighton) and recipient of a 2014 dramaturgy fellowship and a 2015 
legacy grant from the BBC Performing Arts Fund. 
Russell M. Dembin is assistant instructor in theatre and dance at the University of Texas 
at Austin and a freelance dramaturg. Among his production dramaturgy credits are 
collaborations with ZACH Theatre in Austin, Texas; Park Playhouse in Albany, New 
York; and the Clockwork Theatre in New York City. In addition, he is graduate fellow of 
the Oscar G. Brockett Center for Theatre History and Criticism, administrator of the 
American Theatre Archive Project (and chair of the initiative's Austin chapter), associate 
editor of The Sondheim Review, copy consultant for American Theatre magazine, and one 
of the trio behind the #WikiTurgy project. Twitter: @Dramaturgs 
Whitney Dibo received her M.F.A. in Dramaturgy and Dramatic Criticism from the Yale 
School of Drama ('14), and currently works at ArtsEmerson up in Boston. This past year 
she served as Adjunct Faculty in the Emerson College Performing Arts Department, 
where she taught Principles of Dramaturgy, Contemporary Play Analysis, and was an 
Emerson Stage dramaturgy mentor. Before going to graduate school, Whitney worked in 
the Education Department at Steppenwolf Theatre Company, and was also the Program 
Assistant on Steppenwolf's First Look Repertory of New Work. She has worked in 
various artistic capacities at TimeLine Theatre, Chicago Dramatists, The Gift Theater and 
UrbanTheater Company, and was also one of the Artistic Directors of the Yale Cabaret. 
Her writing as appeared in Time Out Chicago, HowlRound, New City; Street Smart 
Chicago, Women in Theatre Magazine, 2nd Story and The Blood Orange Review. 
A dramaturg and director, Kathleen Dimmick spent four seasons as resident dramaturg 
at the Mark Taper Forum in Los Angeles and American Conservatory Theatre in San 
Francisco, where she worked on both classic and contemporary plays. She has directed a 
variety of new plays, including premieres by Quincy Long for the Atlantic Theater 
Company, Portland Playhouse, and ASK Theatre in Los Angeles, and by Judy Blume for 
the Kennedy Center in Washington, DC. She has served as resident director for New 
Dramatists, a playwright development organization. As a production dramaturg, she has 
worked with directors JoAnne Akalaitis, Robert Woodruff, and Garland Wright at The 
Guthrie Theatre, New York Theater Workshop, and Theater for a New Audience. She has 
taught theater at Pomona College, Bard College, Dartmouth College, and Eugene Lang 
College, a division of the New School for Social Research. She currently teaches at 
Bennington College. MFA, Yale School of Drama. 
Zachary Dorsey is an Assistant Professor at James Madison University (JMU) in 
Virginia, where he teaches courses in dramaturgy, performance studies, and the history of 
dance, theatre, and musical theatre.  He has served as a dramaturg on productions with 
Jump Start Theatre Company, Austin Shakespeare Festival, the State Theatre Company, 
Pendragon Theatre, and at JMU, St. Lawrence University, and the University of Texas at 
Austin. 
Clare Drobot is currently the Director of New Play Development at City Theatre in 
Pittsburgh. Prior to joining City she was the resident dramaturg/producing associate at 
Premiere Stages, the professional theatre in residence at Kean University. Clare was also 
a literary associate for Passage Theatre in Trenton and ran the reading series Untitled at 
Happy Ending in New York City. Clare has worked in various capacities at 
Williamstown Theatre Festival, The McCarter Theatre, The BE Company, Laura 
Stanczyk Casting, and New Dramatists. She has helped to develop works by Dominique 
Morisseau, James McManus, Chisa Hutchinson, Noah Haidle, Tammy Ryan, Kathryn 
Grant, James Christy, Tom Matthew Wolfe, Erik Gernand, and Darren Canady among 
others. Her work as a writer has been seen at venues including Ars Nova’s ANT FEST
and developed by Luna Stage, Passage Theatre, and the NY Chapter of the National 
Academy of Television Arts and Sciences. She is a Carnegie Mellon graduate with 
degrees in music composition and creative writing and a member of LMDA and the 
WGA. 
Robert Duffley is Publications & Artistic Programs Associate at the American Repertory 
Theater in Cambridge, MA. As dramaturg, he has developed work with the Moscow Art 
Theater, American Repertory Theater, LubDub Theatre, Boston Circus Guild, Harvard 
Playwrights' Festival, and OBERON. Scholarship and publications include New 
International Theater Experience News, A.R.T. Guide, “Periodisation: Pleasures and
Pitfalls” (Oxford University), DC Theatre Scene, and Georgetown Outloook Asia. Robert 
is Dramaturgy Advisor at Emerson Stage. MFA: Institute for Advanced Theater Training 
at Harvard University.  
Julie Felise Dubiner is the Associate Director of American Revolutions: the United 
States History Cycle at the Oregon Shakespeare Festival. From 2004-2010, Julie was the 
Resident Dramaturg at Actors Theatre of Louisville. Prior to Louisville, she was in 
Philadelphia as Project Manager of The Rosenbach Company and Dramaturg at the 
Prince Music Theater. Before that, in Chicago she freelanced for Defiant, blue 
star, Steppenwolf and others. Julie holds degrees from Tufts and Columbia and has taught 
at University of Evansville, Walden Theatre, University of the Arts, the Philadelphia 
public schools and Chicago Dramatists. Julie has been a guest dramaturg at the O’Neill
Playwrights Conference, the New Harmony Project, the Kennedy Center/KCACTF, and 
elsewhere. She is a co-editor of a couple of volumes of Humana Festival anthologies, a 
contributor to The Routledge Companion to Dramaturgy, and a co-author of The Process 
of Dramaturgy. She is a Board Member of LMDA and is the co-lead mentor for the Early 
Career Dramaturgs. 
Zachary Dyer is a recent graduate of Boston University who is starting his career in 
dramaturgy. He is most interested in plays having to do with social justice. @zdyer4 
Norah Elges is a dramaturg, director, actor, and producer originally from Washington, 
DC. In the six years following her arrival in Seattle, she has had the fortune of working 
with many champions of new work, including; The Satori Group, ACT, Book-It 
Repertory Theatre, and New Century Theatre Company, and has directed shows for Live 
Girls! Theatre, Annex Theatre, and Macha Monkey Productions. She is the executive 
director of Umbrella Project, a former Seattle Repertory Theatre intern, and was a 
member of the 2015 Lincoln Center Directors Lab. She holds a BFA in Theatre Arts, 
Performance from Boston University. 
Liz Engelman currently splits her year between Austin, TX, where she recently joined 
the faculty at UT Austin, and the Boundary Waters of Minnesota, where she is the 
director of Tofte Lake Center at Norm’s Fish Camp, a creative retreat for artists of all
disciplines.  Liz has worked at Hedgebrook, a retreat for women writers on Whidbey 
Island, and has served as the Resident Dramaturg at Mixed Blood Theatre, as the Literary 
Director of the McCarter Theatre, the Director of New Play Development at ACT Theatre 
in Seattle, Literary Manager/Dramaturg at Seattle’s Intiman Theatre, and as Assistant
Literary Manager at Actors Theatre of Louisville. She has worked on the development of 
new plays across the country and abroad. Liz has served as President, Board Chair and is 
a current Board Member of LMDA. She serves on the Advisory Board of the NNPN and 
is a member of the New Project Group of ITI.  
 
Nakissa Etemad is a San Francisco-based dramaturg, producer, director, and French 
translator who has worked for 23 years with playwrights such as Tom Stoppard, Arthur 
Miller, Lynn Nottage, Luis Valdez, Marcus Gardley, Lauren Yee, Julie Hébert, Octavio 
Solis, Charles L. Mee, Culture Clash, Katori Hall, Garret Jon Groenveld, and Marisela 
Treviño Orta. She is LMDA’s Executive VP Freelance & Regional VP Metro Bay Area,
and the former Dramaturg & Literary Manager for The Wilma Theater, San Jose Rep, 
and San Diego Rep. She served as the VIP Dramaturgy Respondent & Judge for the 2011 
LMDA/KCACTF Student Dramaturgy Award (Region 7), and LMDA Conference Co-
Chair with Michele Volansky for the 2004 Philadelphia conference. Recent world 
premiere credits include dramaturg for Heart Shaped Nebula by Marisela Treviño Orta at 
Shotgun Players; Isfahan Blues by Torange Yeghiazarian with music by Marcus Shelby 
for Golden Thread and African-American Shakespeare Co.; director of the Brava Studio 
Sessions reading of Orta’s Wolf at the Door; dramaturg of the four-city premieres of 
Marcus Gardley’s the road weeps, the well runs dry, part of the Lark Play Development 
Center’s Launching New Plays initiative; and Be Bop Baby: A Musical Memoir, written 
in collaboration with Margo Hall, with music by Marcus Shelby. Upcoming: Orta's The 
River Bride at OSF. 
 
Michael Evans is an American expatriate who has been living and working as a 
dramaturg in Norway since the early ‘80s. His day job is as staff dramaturg at the
Rogaland Theatre in Stavanger, where he has overseen many world premieres of plays 
that have since been produced throughout Europe, most notably five plays by Jon Fosse. 
He translates Norwegian and Danish plays into English and British and American plays 
into Norwegian. His translation of Death of a Salesman has  been produced three times in 
Norway, and his English translations of plays by Astrid Saalbach, Denmark’s leading
playwright, have been produced several times in the UK, US and Canada. His textbook 
Innføring I dramaturg (Principles of Dramaturgy) is used throughout Scandinavia and is 
currently in its fifth printing.  
 
Madeleine Faigel recently earned her Bachelor of Arts in Theatre Arts and History at 
Puget Sound. Favorite projects in dramaturgy include Hamlet, Rattlesnakes, 365 
Days/365 Plays, The Space Between, and Lear’s Daughters. She is a co-founder of the 
Serf Theater Company, teaches dramaturgy to students as young as six years old at the 
Lakewood Playhouse and looks forward to directing Three Sisters at Tacoma Little 
Theatre this fall. 
Molly FitzMaurice has spent the last year as the Literary Apprentice at the Huntington 
Theatre Company in Boston. She is a recent import from Chicago, where she served as 
the Curatorial Associate of Salonathon, an alt-cabaret and new arts incubator, and a 
Company Member and dramaturg with First Floor Theater, the Chicago Reader's Best 
New Theater Company. Previously, she was a Fellow in Performance Programs at the 
Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago and an Artistic Intern at About Face Theatre. In 
her parallel life as a props designer, recent collaborators include Company One Theatre, 
Lookingglass, The Inconvenience, Buzz22, and Northwestern University. She is a 
graduate of the University of Chicago, where she studied folklore and won the Olga and 
Paul Menn Foundation Prize for playwriting. mollyfitzmaurice.strikingly.com 
 
Vanessa Frank is a rising senior dramaturgy major at Carnegie Mellon University. She 
is a co-founder of Lamplighter Productions and is currently in production for their first 
ensemble-devised piece How to Bea GoodPerson™. Her most recent dramaturgy 
production credits include The Wiz by Charles Smalls and William F. Brown and 
MilkMilkLemonade by Joshua Conkel. In addition to school, also works in the Visitor 
Experiences department of the Carnegie Museum of Natural History in Pittsburgh. 
Vanessa is passionate about creating educational and community-based theater. 
 
Aislinn Frantz is an early career dramaturg currently working as the literary assistant at 
Bret Adams Artists' Agency. This position came hot on the heels of her stint as the 
literary intern at Manhattan Theatre Club. Prior to her time in New York, she spent two 
summers as the script coordinator at the Eugene O'Neill Theater Center. Aislinn has also 
worked with Portland Stage (Portland, ME); TheatreWorks Silicon Valley; University of 
Michigan University Productions; and FestiFools, the annual parade of giant puppets in 
Ann Arbor, Michigan. Some of her dramaturgical highlights include dramaturging the 
world premiere of John Cariani's play LOVE/SICK and her three summers at the O'Neill, 
where she worked on plays by Jen Silverman, Quiara Alegría Hudes, Idris Goodwin, and 
Laura Jacqmin. Aislinn is also a playwright, producer, and a proud graduate of the 
University of Michigan's Bachelor of Theatre Arts program. Find her on Twitter at 
@stoolboom  
Sara Freeman is Associate Professor of Theatre at the University of Puget Sound.  She 
coedited International Dramaturgy: Translation and Transformations in the Theatre of 
Timberlake Wertenbaker  and Public Theatres and Theatre Publics and has published 
chapters in The British Theatre Company 1980-1994, Decades of Modern British 
Playwriting: The 1980s, Working in the Wings: New Perspectives on Theatre History and 
Labor, Readings in Performance and Ecology, and Querying Difference in Theatre 
History. Her articles appear in Modern Drama, New Theatre Quarterly, Comparative 
Drama, and Contemporary Theatre Review. She won the Gerald Kahan Award from the 
American Society for Theatre Research in 2007 for an article on Joint Stock Theatre 
Company published in Theatre Survey. She currently edits  Theatre History Studies. 
As a director, she most recently staged Spring Awakening the musical and In the Next 
Room (or, the vibrator play) at Puget Sound. Past favorite directing projects include 
Sarah Ruhl's Eurydice, Shakespeare's Love's Labors Lost, Timberlake Wertenbaker's Our 
Country's Good, Susanna Centlivre's Bold Stroke for a Wife, and Caryl Churchill's Blue 
Heart. This fall she directs Gullien de Castro’s The Force of Habit in a new English 
translation by dramaturg Kathleen Jeffs.  
Norman Frisch is an independent dramaturg, performance curator, and  
producer based here in New York. 
 
Over the years, he has worked with many fine theater artists: Reza Abdoh & dar a luz, 
Bread & Puppet Theater, The Builders Association, MotiRoti, Bill Rauch, Peter Sellars, 
Stuart Sherman, SITI Company, and The Wooster Group, among others. 
 
Frisch has curated and co-curated a number of important international arts centers and 
festivals, and taught at universities, both here and abroad.  
 
Nichole Gantshar is the executive director of the Rochester City Ballet but still consults 
with playwrights and reads plays. She received her MFA in Dramaturgy from the 
University of Stony Brook in 1993. She has read plays for or been a dramaturg 
at Playwrights Horizons, National Actors Theatre, Pittsburgh Public Theatre, Syracuse 
University, Atlanta Ballet, Richmond Ballet, and Hangar Theatre. Nichole also has taught 
theatre history, playwrighting, and ballet. 
 
Lydia Garcia is the Resident Dramaturg at the Oregon Shakespeare Festival, where she 
has served as the production dramaturg for 20 productions, including four world 
premieres (Fingersmith, The Imaginary Invalid, The Servant of Two Masters, and 
Quixote). In addition to her dramaturgical work, Lydia is a resident lecturer and teacher at 
OSF, as well as a trained facilitator for issues of diversity, inclusion, and equity. She is a 
graduate of Harvard University and the Yale School of Drama. 
 
David Geary is originally from New Zealand, of Māori and European blood, but now a
citizen of Canada. He teaches playwrighting at the Playwrights Theatre Centre and 
Indigenous screenwriting at Capilano University in Vancouver. He writes for television 
and film, and has scripted and collaborated on over twenty theatre shows. David has 
dramaturged new plays for Native Earth Theatre Company in Toronto and companies in 
Vancouver. He has created his own guide for workshopping, called Toolbox Kaimihi 
Purei. It features guidelines for Indigenous and mainstream dramaturgy, based on his 
experience in both fields, and he loves to share it with whoever is interested. David 
tweets haiku @gearsgeary 
 
Jacqueline Goldfinger teaches playwriting and dramaturgy for a diverse array of 
programs (including University of Pennsylvania, University of the Arts, Disquiet 
Conference in Lisbon, PlayPenn and the McCarter Theatre). She’s the Director of 
Education at PlayPenn and a Founder of The Foundry, an emerging playwrights lab in 
Philadelphia that provides a rigorous three-year program of dramaturgical support and 
mentorship to Philadelphia-area playwrights. She is currently writing a new comedy that 
will world premiere with Unexpected Stage Company at the 2015 Women’s Voices
Festival in DC. Her play "Skin & Bone" won Best New Play at the 2014 Philadelphia 
Critics Awards and was nominated for the Blackburn Prize. Her 2012 drama, "Slip/Shot," 
won the Barrymore Award for Outstanding New Play and was developed at PlayPenn 
and the Lark's Playwrights' Week. Her play, “The Arsonists,” was a 2015 Kilroy
Honorable Mention (first draft) and is currently nominated for the Weissberger Award 
(second draft) and her play “Fresh,” is currently a finalist for the Terrence McNally
Award. jacquelinegoldfinger.com 
 
Laurel Green is Artistic Associate at Alberta Theatre Projects in Calgary where she 
works as a dramaturg and literary manager in new play development and programming. 
She curates and hosts events at The Exchange, ATP’s popular series that brings together
audiences and artists to explore the themes of the plays and celebrate the art of theatre. 
Part of SpiderWebShow.ca (@spiderwebshow) as an associate artist, and co-producer of 
The Deep Field Podcast documentary series, Laurel frequently collaborates as a freelance 
dramaturg on a wide range of projects from backyard readings to eco-conscious TYA, 
from bike rides to Fringe Festivals, and everything in between. She is a member of the 
LMDA Canada Board as VP - Communications & Programming. This year, she 
organized LMDA ‘Coffee Chats’ that connected dramaturgs from across the membership
to swap stories and strategies for making work. @LGYYC  
 
Martine Kei Green-Rogers is currently an Assistant Professor in the Theatre department 
at the University of Utah. She is a freelance dramaturg who has worked at Court Theatre, 
Oregon Shakespeare Festival, Pioneer Theatre Company, Classical Theatre Company, 
Stages Repertory Theatre, CATCO and Plan-B Theatre Company. Her most recent 
publication is the article "Talkbacks for ‘Sensitive Subject Matter’ Productions: The
Theory and Practice" in the Routledge Companion to Dramaturgy.  
 
Heather Huggins is an interdisciplinary artist specializing in embodied approaches to 
creating, as well as the development of new, devised, and applied theatre.  
 
Hiya, Jessica Hughes here! I'm a young, spirited Musical Theatre major from Emory and 
Henry College in Southwest, VA. During my past three years of undergrad, I've acted on 
our main stage and worked behind it in various crew roles. I've also worked as a 
production dramaturg for two shows and have been nominated for KCACTF after both 
productions. I've also been lucky enough to dip a toe into the professional theatre world 
as a Creative Arts Trainee for Big Telly Theatre Company in Northern Ireland, in 
addition to taking part in the LMDA 2015 Twitter project. I'm currently finishing school 
and writing my Honors thesis. This thesis will combine my love for performance with my 
natural talents for dramaturgical studies. My research on the role of dance in 
contemporary musical theatre, will result in a one woman performance, utilizing the tools 
I've gained over my four years.  If this ambitious project doesn't kill me, I hope to begin 
finding my place in the professional theatre world in the spring of 2016.  
 
Jess Hutchinson is a theatre director, dramaturg, and producer based in Austin, Texas. 
She recently earned her MFA at UT Austin, where she had the pleasure of collaborating 
with many stellar writers on projects like ‘ratio, Lyla School, 70 Secrets of Marmalade 
Kittens, 100 Heartbreaks and Enter A Woman, Pretty Enough. As Artistic Director of 
Chicago’s New Leaf Theatre, her favorite projects included Arcadia, The Dining Room, 
and world premieres of Burying Miss America, Lighthousekeeping, and The Man Who 
Was Thursday. She is proud to be a 2015-15 NNPN Producer in Residence with Kitchen 
Dog Theatre. More at www.jesshutchinson.com 
 
Tom Jacobson has had more than 80 productions of his plays, including Sperm at Circle 
X Theatre Company, The Orange Grove at Playwrights Arena, and the award-winning 
Bunbury, Tainted Blood, Ouroboros and The Friendly Hour at The Road Theatre 
Company.  The Twentieth-Century Way premiered at The Theatre @ Boston Court and 
the New York International Fringe Festival (five Ovation Award nominations, four Los 
Angeles Drama Critics' Circle nominations, one GLAAD Award nomination, Fringe 
Festival Award for Outstanding Production of a Play, PEN Center Award for Drama) and 
moved Off Broadway to Rattlestick Playwrights Theatre.  Making Paradise:  The West 
Hollywood Musical was produced by Cornerstone Theater Company (Critic's Choice in 
Back Stage West).  He has been a co-literary manager of The Theatre @ Boston Court, a 
founding member of Playwrights Ink, and a board member of Cornerstone Theater 
Company and The Theatre @ Boston Court. Most recent productions include the world 
premieres of The Chinese Massacre (Annotated) at Circle X and House of the Rising Son 
at Ensemble Studio Theatre-LA (Critic's Choice in Back Stage West and Los Angeles 
Times, nominated for a GLAAD Award and winner of two Los Angeles Drama Critics 
Circle Awards).   Film:  Prairie Sonata (based on The Friendly Hour).  Opera: 
Hopscotch, commissioned by The Industry. 
 
Talya Kingston is a theatre artist/educator with a particular interest in new play 
development and theatre for social change.  A New England resident for fourteen years, 
she holds an MFA in dramaturgy from the University of Massachusetts at Amherst and is 
Assistant Professor of dramatic literature and dramaturgy at Hampshire College.  She is 
originally from Britain and returns each summer to co-teach a UMass course at the 
Edinburgh Fringe Festival (2000plays.com).  Talya has a background in educational 
theatre, having previously held the position of Education Director at Hartford Stage and 
Educational Programs Coordinator at the New Conservatory Theatre in San 
Francisco.  Talya’s writing on theatre has appeared in Theater Journal, the Moving Voice, 
Howlround, the Springfield Journal and the Valley Advocate.  Her professional 
dramaturgy credits include the premiere of Eve Ensler’s NECESSARY TARGETS at
Hartford Stage/Variety Arts Theatre, the US premiere of HELMET by Douglas Maxwell 
at the New York Fringe Festival, an immersive production of THE LONELY SOLDIER 
PROJECT by Helen Benedict in Northampton and SERIOUSLY…WHAT DID YOU
CALL ME? written and performed by Onawumni Jean Moss at this summer’s Ko
Festival. 
 
Emily Kleypas is currently the Artistic Support Associate at the Alliance Theatre and 
assists Jody Feldman, Producer and Casting Director, with casting and production, as 
well as Celise Kalke, The Director of New Projects, with the Kendeda Playwriting 
Festival, the Reiser Artist Lab initiative, and various readings and events throughout the 
season. In 2014 she was voted “Best Actress of ATL” in Creative Loafing’s “BEST OF
ATL” issue for her performance as Mary Louise in SAIAH’s production of Terminus.
She graduated Distinguished with a BA from Goizueta Business School with 
concentrations in Marketing and Arts Management, and Playwriting at Emory University. 
In 2011, she received the Artistine Mann award for the Best Play written by an 
Undergraduate, and in 2013 she received the Fine Award from the Emory Theater Studies 
department for her performances throughout her time in college.  
 
DD Kugler, a Vancouver-based freelance dramaturg/director in theatre and  
dance, was the first Canadian president of Literary Managers and Dramaturgs  
of the Americas (LMDA, 2000-02); in 2011, LMDA presented Kugler the Lessing Award 
for Career Achievement.  
Kugler served eight seasons as Production Dramaturg with Toronto’s Necessary Angel
Theatre (1985-93), and five seasons as Artistic Director of Edmonton’s Northern Light
Theatre (1993-98). He adapted Marc Diamond’s Property, and (in collaboration with 
Richard Rose) co-authored Newhouse, as well as the adaptations of Michael Ondaatje’s
Coming Through Slaughter, and Timothy Findley’s Not Wanted on the Voyage.   
Since January 1998 Kugler has for taught in the Theatre Area of the School for 
Contemporary Arts at Simon Fraser University, with a primary research focus on 
dramaturgy, directing, and writing about dramaturgy; in 2010 he received one of the three 
SFU Excellence in Teaching Awards. 
 
Douglas Langworthy is the Literary Manager at the Denver Center for the Performing 
Arts Theatre Company. His adaptations include The Three Musketeers, Women in Love 
and Tracy's Tiger. His translations from the German include Goethe's Faust, Kleist's The 
Prince of Hamburg and Penthesilea, Wedekind's Spring Awakening and Brecht's The 
Good Person of Szechuan. He is currently working on a new translation of Brecht's Baal 
and a modern English translation of Shakespeare's Henry VI plays. 
 
Waylon Lenk is a Karuk theater artist and educator whose family hails from the villages 
of Taxasufkára and Ka’tim’îin on the Klamath River in northwest California. He has
presented work exploring the intersections between Karuk and Western dramaturgies 
both domestically and internationally. This February he built upon connections between 
Theatre, Ethnic Studies and the Native American Longhouse at Oregon State University 
to present a reading series of plays by Native authors. He holds an M.F.A. in Dramaturgy 
from Stony Brook University. 
 
Linda Lombardi is Literary Manager at Arena Stage in Washington, D.C., where she 
oversees all aspects of literary management while working to develop and deepen Arena 
Stage’s relationship with artists and audiences through dramaturgical support of all
mainstage productions and development workshops. Favorite plays at Arena include King 
Hedley II, Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner, Love in Afghanistan and Camp David. In 
addition to her work at Arena Stage, Linda is a director/dramaturg whose plays include a 
new adaptation of Sophocles’ Ajax; Henry IV, Part I; Henry IV, Part II; Henry V; The 
White Devil; Blackened Windows and, in 2013, she directed Osborn New Play Award 
winner, Perfect Arrangement, in D.C.’s Source Festival, which became the first play in
Festival history to extend. This summer she will direct Domestic Animals, as part of the 
2015 Capital Fringe Festival. 
 
Emma MacFarland recently graduated from Carnegie Mellon University and has spent 
the last year in Portland, ME as a dramaturgy intern at Portland Stage. She recently 
moved to Charleston, SC and hopes to eventually go to graduate school.  
 
Moss Madigan is a recent graduate of Carnegie Mellon University and double majored 
in Dramaturgy and French and Francophone studies. Moss begins working as the Literary 
Fellow for Woolly Mammoth Theater in Washington D.C. in August through the 2015-
2016 season. Her most recent dramaturgical experiences include serving as 
the  dramaturg on a production of WOLVES  by Steve Yockey, directed by MFA student 
Ian-Julian Williams in Carnegie Mellon’s experimental warehouse studio and working as
an intern abroad in a French theater. Moss is interested in New Work and creating 
audacious and unexpected theatre that challenge all involved to reimagine themselves and 
the communities around them. This is her first LMDA conference! 
 
Holly Mancuso- From Rochester, NY. April 2015 graduate in theatre arts studies, with 
minors in history and management, from Brigham Young University. Recent 
dramaturgical credits include the U.S. premiere of Frank Wildhorn's The Count of Monte 
Cristo, Love's Labor's Lost, The Gondoliers, and Women of Lockerbie. She has also 
worked extensively with new play dramaturgy and development, including Microburst 
Theatre Festival (a collection of short plays), an original adaptation of The Alchemist, 
and The V Project: Validating Women's Personal Veritas, a devised piece due to perform 
in August 2015. Other credits include actress and props designer for The Bent Sword 
(New Play Project), and actress and assistant production manager for Once on This Island 
(Greece Performing Arts Society). Holly is currently seeking continued postgraduate 
theatre opportunities to develop her skills and expertise. 
 
Matt McGeachy is the company dramaturg at Factory Theatre in Toronto. 
 
Bryan Moore (MFA, University of Iowa) is an associate professor and the Director of 
Theatre at Concordia University, Nebraska.  His twenty years of professional and 
academic theatre experience include new play and production dramaturgy, technical 
theatre, applied theatre, directing, and acting.  His dramaturgy work includes In the 
Blood, Glass Menagerie, and new works with the Iowa Playwrights Workshop, Fringe 
Benefits Theatre with Norma Bowles, and U. of Iowa’s social/cultural outreach group,
Darwin Turner Action Theatre, for which he served as director.  Bryan is a member of the 
Association for Theatre in Higher Education (ATHE), where he serves as the Conference 
Planner for the Dramaturgy Focus Group, and is a member of the Black Theatre 
Association.  He is the current VP of University Relations for LMDA, and co-edited 
Volume 4 of the online LMDA University Caucus SourceBook in 2011. 
Brenna Nicely is the Education and Community Programs Associate at the American 
Repertory Theater and a stage director, dramaturg, translator, and writer in Greater 
Boston.  She has recently worked on productions with the American Repertory Theater, 
Moscow Art Theater, Goethe-Institut, Fort Point Theater Channel, Orlando Shakespeare 
Theatre, Beth Marshall Presents, and the University of Central Florida. M.F.A., 
A.R.T./MXAT Institute at Harvard University. 
Jolene Noelle is a freelance production dramaturg and director specializing in devised 
theatre, horror theatre, and all forms the fantastic. She is a recent graduate of Columbia 
University's MFA program in Dramaturgy. 
 
Chloe Nord is a 2013 Graduate of the University of Puget Sound. Her undergraduate 
dramaturgy work culminated with her thesis presentation of the Women’s Theatre
Group’s Lear’sDaughters, and participation in the SIT study abroad program Czech 
Republic: Arts and Social Change. These experiences have informed her ongoing interest 
in the complex relationships between gender, performance, and identity. Chloe is 
currently based in Oregon and is cheerfully participating in the grand theatrical tradition 
of working in food service and paying off debts.  
 
Christina Novakov-Ritchey is a psycho-dramaturgical-sadomasochist experimenting 
with ritual, mysticism, and psychology to open up the dreaming pathways of her 
collaborators, audiences, and herself. She has worked with companies including Berkeley 
Repertory Theatre, California Shakespeare Theater, The Kennedy Center, and 
PearlDamour and is currently a misbehaving doctoral student at UCLA where she 
delivers whippings and introspective dialogue. novakovritchey.com 
Jules Odendahl-James is an artist/scholar who has been making theater in the Triangle 
are of NC for over a decade. As an Associate Artistic Director of Manbites Dog Theatre, 
this past season she dramaturged Lauren Gunderson's I and You and directed Meg 
Miroshnik's The Fairytale Lives of Russian Girls in addition to freelance 
work as dramaturg/producer of Hands Up!: 6 Playwrights, 6 Testaments and as director 
for Catherine Treischmann's Crooked, Derek Davidson's On Her Chemise, and Dan 
Borengasser's The Third Person. She is the Research Director for The Ladies of the 
Triangle Theatre, a gender parity advocacy group, and Vice-President of the Southeast 
Region for LMDA. This coming season she'll be directing the fall mainstage show at 
Duke University and the closing title of the Manbites Dog's 28th season as well as 
dramaturging We Are Proud to Present a Presentation ... by Jackie Sibblies Drury for 
Playmakers Repertory Company, serving as new play dramaturg for Jacqueline 
Lawton's The Hampton Years at Virginia Stage Company, and collaborating with Lawton 
on a new documentary performance titled ARDEO that draws together UNC-Chapel 
Hill's Department of Dramatic Art, the UNC Burn Center, and the NC School of the 
Arts. She tweets about all manner of things dramaturgical @naturalreadhead. 
Yoni Oppenheim is the Co-Founding Artistic Director of 24/6: A Jewish Theater 
Company. He was recently named one of The Jewish Week’s 36 Under 36. Yoni was
Doug Wright’s research associate and production dramaturg for the world premiere of
POSTERITY at Atlantic Theater Company this season. He has translated for Israeli 
playwright Motti Lerner, dramaturged for Witnesses Relocation Company at La Mama 
ETC, and is a member of the Lincoln Center Theater Directors Lab. BFA NYU-
Tisch,  M. Phil Ibsen Studies, U. Oslo. @246Theater 
Shelley Orr is an Assistant Professor at San Diego State University. She is a dramaturg 
and theatre scholar, specializing in 20th and 21st century theatre. She has a BS in 
Performance Studies from Northwestern University, an MFA in Dramaturgy from UCSD, 
and a PhD in Theatre from the UCI/UCSD joint program. In addition to SDSU, she has 
taught at Washington University in St. Louis and the University of Arizona. Her 
professional credits include dramaturging for  the San Diego REP, Mo`olelo Theatre 
Company, and The Playwrights’ Center in Minneapolis. She dramaturged Marguerite
Duras’s Savannah Bay at New York’s Classic Stage Company, directed by Les Waters
and starring Kathleen Chalfant. She dramaturged Beckett’s Happy Days, directed by 
Robert Woodruff at La Jolla Playhouse; this production had a run at PS 122. She is 
currently dramaturging a production of Sarah Ruhl’s The Oldest Boy at the San Diego 
REP. She is also working on an article about the visitor’s experience of the National 9/11 
Memorial and Museum. Her current book project is on the theatre of Marguerite Duras. 
Her publications have appeared in Theatre Topics, TheatreForum, Theatre 
Journal, American Theatre, Theatron, and Paroles gelees. She has presented at the 
annual meetings of LMDA, ASTR, and ATHE. Orr is a Past President of LMDA and 
currently serves on the Board. 
 
Ramona Ostrowski is the Associate Producer at HowlRound and a dramaturg at 
Company One Theatre. Dramaturgy credits include: Colossal, Shockheaded Peter, Astro 
Boy and the God of Comics, and We Are Proud to Present a Presentation… (Company
One Theatre), The Clytemnestriad and 1 2 3 (Fresh Ink Theatre). Previously, Ramona 
was the Literary Associate at the Eugene O’Neill Theater Center, where she worked on 
projects by Sam Hunter and Dan LeFranc, among others, and served as the Festival 
Dramaturg for the Young Playwrights Festival. She is a graduate of Boston University. 
 
Christian Parker recently stepped down as Associate Artistic Director of the Atlantic 
Theater Company, after nearly thirteen years, in order to pursue more of his own work as 
a director, dramaturg and consultant. Most recently, he directed Leslie Ayvazian’s new
play Out of the City for the Merrimack Repertory Theatre in Massachusetts, and served as 
dramaturg for the Atlantic’s world premiere of the musical Found by Hunter Bell, Lee 
Overtree and Eli Bolin. Previously at MRT, he directed an acclaimed production of 
David Auburn’s Proof, a play for which he served as dramaturg in its original production 
at MTC and on Broadway. While at Atlantic, he directed several times for the company, 
including 10x25, an all commissioned festival of work by Atlantic-produced playwrights 
to commemorate the 25th anniversary of the company. For that series he directed new 
plays by Tina Howe, Kevin Heelan, and Kate Moira Ryan. At Atlantic, he has also 
directed the world premiere of Leslie Ayvazian’s Make Me, the New York premiere of 
Tina Howe’s Birth and After Birth, Ken Weitzman’s Arrangements and Jeff Whitty’s The 
Hiding Place, as well as several short plays in 10x20. Prior to his tenure at the Atlantic, 
he spent several seasons as the Literary Manager at Manhattan Theatre Club. Christian 
has produced, directed or dramaturged over fifty premieres of new American and British 
plays on, off and off-off Broadway, including works by David Lindsay-Abaire, Cusi 
Cram, Keith Reddin, Rolin Jones and Dael Orlandersmith, among others. He speaks 
Russian and was part of the national artistic advisory board for the CITD New Russian 
Plays initiative. In his first foray into the dance world, he completed a residency through 
the Joyce Theatre with Gallim Dance on their piece Sit. Kneel. Stand, and continues to 
consult for the company. He is a proud founding member of the new itinerant theatre 
company, New Neighborhood.  He has worked with Sundance Theatre Institute, The 
Lark Play Development Center, Bread Loaf, Kenyon Playwrights Conference, where he 
is Resident Director, and at Perry-Mansfield developing new plays. He is currently the 
Chair of the graduate Theatre program at Columbia University, where he also heads the 
MFA concentration in Dramaturgy. He is a Tony nominator. He holds a BA from 
Middlebury College and an MFA from Columbia.  
 
Spence Porter is a playwright with a strong interest in things dramaturgical.  He most 
often writes for a mix of puppets, dancers, actors, masks, and onstage musicians.  His 
plays have received 17 productions so far, most recently Francesca in Leiden (The 
Netherlands--yes, in Dutch translation) and The Woman from the Sea, which was 
commissioned by Terry Schreiber.  Other plays include Hippolytus, The Mouse Prince, 
and Sick Minds: an evening of appallingly bad taste, featuring Warped Desires and 
Milton Eckendorf, Jr, Infant Detective.  More info can be found at 
www.SpencePorter.com .  He is also the head of the New York chapter of Harvardwood, 
Harvard's officially recognized organization for the Arts, Media, and Entertainment, 
where he produces about 30 events each year. 
 
Susanna Pretzer is currently the Dramaturgy Associate at Olney Theatre Center and the 
Literary Manager at Flying V, both Helen Hayes Award-winning theaters in the DC 
area.  She has previously worked with organizations including Manhattan Theatre Club, 
Premiere Stages, Florida Studio Theatre, City Theatre, the Inkwell, the Short+Sweet 
Festival, and Dobama Theatre.  susannapretzer@gmail.com 
 
Geoff Proehl teaches, dramaturgs, and directs at the University of Puget Sound in 
Tacoma, Washington. Prior to Puget Sound, he taught dramaturgy at Villanova 
University, where he supervised the work of graduate student dramaturgs on university 
and professional productions. He is the author a study of American family drama: 
Coming Home Again: American Family Drama And The Figure Of The Prodigal 
(Fairleigh Dickinson, 1997). He contributed to and co-edited, with Susan Jonas and 
Michael Lupu, Dramaturgy in American Theater: A Source Book (Harcourt Brace, 1997). 
His most recent book Toward a Dramaturgical Sensibility: Landscape and Journey with 
DD Kugler, Mark Lamos, and Michael Lupu (Fairleigh Dickinson, 2008) received the 
Outstanding Book Award in 2009 from the Association for Theatre in Higher Education. 
Proehl was president of Literary Managers and Dramaturgs of the Americas from 1998-
2000. 
 
Brian Quirt is Artistic Director of Nightswimming, a dramaturgical company which has 
commissioned and developed more than 30 new plays, dance works and musical pieces 
since 1995, and Director of the Banff Centre Playwrights Colony. He recently directed 
national tours of Carmen Aguirre’s Blue Box and Anita Majumdar’s Fish Eyes Trilogy 
and Same Same But Different. He has created and directed seven of his own plays, 
including his pop-up choral piece Why We Are Here! (with Martin Julien) recently 
presented at venues across Toronto. He has been Interim Artistic Director of the Great 
Canadian Theatre Company, Company Dramaturg at Factory Theatre, Dramaturg at The 
Theatre Centre and Dramaturgical Associate at the Canadian Stage Company. He is the 
incoming Board Chair of LMDA, a past-President, and a two-time recipient of LMDA’s
Elliott Hayes Award for Outstanding Achievement in Dramaturgy. 
www.nightswimmingtheatre.com 
 
Catherine María Rodríguez is a bilingual freelance dramaturg with roots in New 
Orleans and Nicaragua. Most recently in Baltimore, she dramaturged a number of Center 
Stage productions, coordinated the theater’s playwriting residencies and Wright-Right-
Now, and served as a visiting instructor at Catholic University. An advocate for parity 
and inclusion, Catherine co-organizes #WikiTurgy, a national Edit-A-Thon to diversify 
Wikipedia’s coverage of American theater, and co-hosts the Dramaturgy Open Office 
Hours Project (#opendramaturgy on Twitter). Past credits include work with Borderlands, 
El Círculo Teatral (Mexico), Steppenwolf, The NOLA Project, and Northwestern 
University. Member: Literary Managers & Dramaturgs of the Americas; National 
Association for Latina/o Arts & Cultures. Awards: 2014 Dramaturg Driven Grant, 
LMDA; 2014 Leadership Institute Fellow, National Association of Latina/o Arts & 
Cultures; 2013 Dramaturgy Debut Panelist, Association for Theatre in Higher Education; 
2013 Regional Student Dramaturgy Award, LMDA & Kennedy Center. Carnegie Mellon: 
BFA, Dramaturgy; BA, Latina/o Studies. Yale: MFA, Dramaturgy & Dramatic Criticism 
(2018). 
 
Caroline Russell-King’s Canadian company is Dramaturgy on Demand where she
enjoys working with some of Canada’s top playwrights.  She has worked as Literary 
Manager for Lunchbox Theatre and had a playwright in residency in dinner 
theatre.  Caroline understands perfectly both sides of the table. She is a professional 
playwright and member of the National Council with the Playwrights Guild of Canada. 
She also sits on the board of Alberta Playwright’s Network. Her latest play  Funeral 
Fore! competes the trilogy of one act plays.  Mr. Fix It, was nominated for a Betty 
Mitchel Theatre award Second Chance, First Love was nominated for a Calgary Theatre 
Critics award. Written as an homage to Neil Simon it was published a few months ago as 
Palliser Suite, by Frontenac House.  She teaches at the Alexandra Writers Centre in her 
home town of Calgary. Caroline is a proud member of the Literary Managers and 
Dramaturgs of the Americas. Her forte as a dramaturg, playwright and instructor is in 
comedy. For more information go to www.carolinerussellking.com 
 
Phaedra Scott is a civic dramaturg interested in the ways theaters can connect to 
communities. She is a diversity and equity advocate, and a fan of horror plays. Phaedra 
has just completed an apprenticeship at Cleveland Play House, and will join the staff at 
Huntington Theatre Company as a Literary Apprentice.  
 
Dan Smith is Assistant Professor of Theatre Studies at Michigan State University. He 
holds an MFA in Dramaturgy from the University of Massachusetts Amherst and a PhD 
from Northwestern University. Dan worked extensively as a dramaturg in Chicago, most 
frequently with Caffeine Theatre.  He is particularly interested in translation for the stage, 
and has published translations of plays by Marivaux and Gozzi. 
 
Janine Sobeck is the Dramaturgy Specialist at Brigham Young University, where she 
teaches, supervises student dramaturgs, and works as a production dramaturg. She is also 
a freelance dramaturg, the Vice President of Public Relations for the Literary Managers 
and Dramaturgs of the Americas (LMDA), and worked with National New Play Network 
to develop the New Play Exchange. Previously, Janine worked as the Artistic Associate: 
Literary at Arena Stage. Janine has a deep interest and fascination with online dramaturgy 
and audience engagement and is the creator and editor of the 4th WALL: the TMA 
dramaturgy project (4thwalldramaturgy.byu.edu) as well as sites for Arena Stage and 
Utah Repertory Theatre. Janine has an M.F.A. in Dramatic Writing from the University 
of Idaho and was the recipient of the 2009 Dramaturgy Debut Award for the Association 
for Theatre in Higher Education (ATHE). 
 
Cynthia M. (Cindy) SoRelle currently is serving a second term as Chair, Board of 
Directors, LMDA (2009-15). She chairs the Dramaturgy Debut Competition for ATHE 
and has served as Chair for the Region VI KCACTF Dramaturgy initiative and O'Neill 
Critics Institute multiple times. Her dramaturgical experience includes more than 100 
plays and musicals, seven years of professional operaturgy as well as dance dramaturgy 
and Greek drama adaptations. She has adjudicated more than 100 play festivals and 
competitions and received the Texas Educational Theatre Association's Founders Award 
for "outstanding contributions to theatre in Texas." She holds a PhD in theatre history and 
criticism from the University of Texas at Austin under the tutelage of the late Oscar G. 
Brockett. She is a professor at McLennan College and works as a freelance dramaturg. In 
2015 she received the Texas College Theatre Educator of the Year Award from TETA. 
 
Jason Spooner is a graduate of Queensborough Community College where his acting 
credits include, A Midsummer Night's Dream as Oberon, and Our Town. He recently 
performed in Your War'try Grave at La mama. Jason has also served in roles at 
Shakespeare in the park, The Tribeca Film Festival, Black Theatre Festival, and The 
Negro Ensemble Company. He now works as an usher at The Daryl Roth Theatre 
 
Sarah Garton Stanley is the Associate Artistic Director of English Theatre at 
Canada's National Arts Centre, there she curates The Collaborations and The Cycle. 
She is also co-creator and Artistic Director of SpiderWebShow.ca a site where 
performance minds meet. Sarah is a director and dramaturg and is co-director of 
Selfconscious Theatre 
 
Martha Steketee studied literature and theater at Harvard, social welfare at Washington 
University and the University of Michigan, and worked in legal and policy research 
before becoming a dramaturg, critic and editor. She reads scripts for theaters and festivals 
(including the O’Neill and the Public Theater’s Emerging Writers Group), and writes on
theater topics and personalities for HowlRound, TDF Stages, Urban Excavations, and 
other outlets. She has been on theater awards committees in Chicago (Jeff Committee 
member 2008-2009) and New York (Drama Desk nominator 2012-2014), and is a 
member of the American Theatre Critics Association, the League of Professional Theatre 
Women and the Literary Managers and Dramaturgs of the Americas where she is current 
regional VP for Metro NYC. She is Editor in Chief for Chance, a 2-year old print 
magazine with the tag line “looking at the world through the lens of theater and design.” 
 
Kaitlin Stilwell is currently working as a dramaturg with Luna Stage in West Orange, 
NJ, and the Southern Writers’ Project at the Alabama Shakespeare Festival in
Montgomery, AL. She has worked in the literary offices of Urban Stages, The Mint 
Theater Company, the Hangar Theater, and McCarter Theatre, where she assisted 
playwrights Marina Carr, Danai Gurira and John Guare on premieres of their new plays. 
As a freelance dramaturg, she has developed plays with Alabama Shakespeare Festival, 
Southern Writers’ Project at Alabama Shakespeare Festival, McCarter Theater’s Youth
Ink! Festival, and with many individual writers. Kaitlin has done research for the Abbey 
Theatre in Dublin and the Rodgers and Hammerstein Company in New York. Her 
postgraduate work in England culminated in a dissertation on the dramaturgy of climate 
change plays. Now a resident of Montclair, NJ, Kaitlin is especially interested in meeting 
other NJ-based theater artists. 
 
Jeremy Stoller is a freelance dramaturg based in New York. He serves as resident 
dramaturg for terraNOVA Collective and the Jewish Plays Project; and literary manager 
of |the claque|. He is dramaturging the New York premiere of Ken Urban’s SENSE OF
AN ENDING at 59E59 in August. 
 
Vicki Stroich is Executive Director at Alberta Theatre Projects in Calgary, Alberta, 
Canada. Before becoming Executive Director, she was a member of ATP’s Artistic Team 
for 12 years.  Vicki recently shifted her focus to include leading ATP’s organizational
vision along with her dramaturgical work with playwrights.  She freelances as a 
dramaturg, facilitator and director and has a BFA Drama from the University of Calgary, 
where she currently sits on the Faculty of Arts Alumni Advisory Council.  Vicki is Past-
President of Literary Managers and Dramaturgs of the Americas.   Vicki is the proud 
recipient of a Betty Mitchell Award for Outstanding Achievement for her contribution to 
new Canadian theatre and was named by Avenue Magazine as a Top 40 Under 40 in 
2013.  She recently contributed to the Routledge Companion to Dramaturgy and hosts a 
regular podcast about dramaturgy, creation and leadership with Jacob Zimmer called 
URGY.  URGY is available for download on iTunes and at 
http://smallwoodenshoe.org/swspodcast/ 
Anca Suiu -- M.A. Candidate in Theater at Hunter College, CUNY. Interests: Theater 
history, theater criticism and theory, dramatic literature and dramaturgy. 
LaRonika Thomas is a doctoral candidate in Theatre and Performance Studies at the 
University of Maryland with research interests in performances of urban planning, 
cultural space and cultural policy, particularly in 21st century Chicago, online archiving 
and databases in the new play world, and technology and performance.  She 
currently serves as the Vice President for Regional Activity for Literary Managers & 
Dramaturgs of the Americas (LMDA), as well as the Graduate Student Representative for 
the American Theatre & Drama Society (ATDS), and as the Electronic Communications 
Co-Chair for ATHE’s Dramaturgy Focus Group.  A professional dramaturg, producer, 
and writer, LaRonika worked in arts education, literary management, and dramaturgy in 
Chicago and in the Baltimore/DC area for a decade before returning to school for her 
doctorate.  She has worked in various capacities with the Goodman Theatre, the Public 
Theater, Chicago Shakespeare Theatre, Woolly Mammoth Theatre Company, 
Centerstage, The Playwright’s Center, The Neo-Futurists, and Writers’ Theatre, among
others.  Her work has been funded by LMDA, the University of Maryland, and the City 
of Chicago.  She recently co-chaired the symposium, “Subverting Academia &
Subversive Academics,” at the University of Maryland.  Her chapter, “Digital
Dramaturgy and Digital Dramaturgs” is included in The Routledge Companion to 
Dramaturgy.  Her essay on the work of Theaster Gates will be included in the upcoming 
Family Dream House anthology, published by the University of Iowa Press. 
Emma Tibaldo is a graduate of Concordia’s Theatre Department and the National
Theatre School’s directing program where she continues to be a guest artist. She is the
Artistic and Executive Director of Playwrights’ Workshop Montréal and a founding
member of Talisman Theatre for whom she has most recently directed The Medea Effect 
by Suzie Bastien and Billy (The Days of Howling) by Fabien Cloutier, translated by 
Nadine Desrochers. Other recent directing credits include: Model Wanted by Step Taylor 
for Notable Acts Festival, Refuge by Mary Vingoe for Eastern Front Theatre and Home 
First Productions. She has been dramaturg and director for staged readings across the 
country, selected credit include: Living in the Spaces by Rod Hayward, Shared Account 
by Jesse Stong, Disappeared by Leah Jane Esau, Sal Capone: The Tragic Tale of by 
Omari Newton, Jabber by Marcus Youssef, Refuge by Mary Vingoe, Tyland by Greg 
MacArthur, Demoltics by Ryan Griffiths, Stori ya by Joan M Kivanda, Bound and The 
Battery by Megan Coles, Down From Heaven by Colleen Wagner, Madre by Beatriz 
Pizano (Aluna Theatre). She also sings in the family band The Tibaldos. 
 
Katalin Trencsényi is a London-based dramaturg. She completed her PhD in Philosophy 
(Aesthetics) at the Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest. As a freelance dramaturg, 
Katalin has worked with the National Theatre, the Royal Court Theatre, Deafinitely 
Theatre, Corali Dance Company, and Company of Angels, amongst others. Katalin is co-
founder of the Dramaturgs’ Network, has worked on its various committees since 2001, 
and served as its President from 2010 to 2012. Katalin is one of the contributors to The 
Routledge Companion to Dramaturgy (ed. by Magda Romanska, Routledge, 2014), and 
with Bernadette Cochrane co-editor of New Dramaturgy: International Perspectives on 
Theory and Practice (Bloomsbury, 2014). Her monograph on contemporary 
dramaturgical practices, Dramaturgy in the Making. A User’s Guide for Theatre
Practitioners, was published by Bloomsbury in 2015. Katalin is recipient of the LMDA’s
Bly Creative Fellowship Grant. 
 
Ariane van Buren: On faculty at Columbia’s Earth Institute’s Masters Program in
Sustainability Management, transitioning to theatre directing, design, and dramaturgy.  
Coursework in Columba MFA Theater Arts (acting and directing) and Barnard Theater 
Department (set and lighting design). Practical work:  Merry Wives of Windsor Assistant 
Lighting Designer, Opera House Arts, Stonington, Maine. TEDx Barnard College Set 
Designer. Madame Bovary Assistant Set Designer, Barnard Theater, 2015. Gilbert and 
Sullivan Set and props construction, Blue Hill Troupe performing at The Breakers, 
Newport, Rhode Island.  Board Member, Opera House Arts.  Literary Managers and 
Dramaturgs Association member. 
 
Yale University Double BA, Architecture and History of Art. Studio design of a theater. 
Architectural Association (London) Hons Grad. Dipl. (MA equivalent), Energy and 




• Model-making and drafting for Architects Vischer + Weber, Basel, Switzerland. 
• Drafting for Architect Werner Duttman, Berlin. 
• Model-making and sweat-equity construction for self-help tenement rehabilitation for 
the Urban Homesteading Assistance Board (U-Hab), seconded to by the Peoples 
Development Corporation, South Bronx. 
• Boat construction and maintenance. 
• Haystack Mountain School of Crafts ceramics workshop in moulding-making for 
porcelain casting. 
• Photography, weaving, etching, copper enameling, wood cuts, wood carving, silver. 
• Fluent in 6 languages (English [maternal], French [native], German, Spanish, Italian, 
Dutch,), with additional study of others (Chinese, Swahili, Modern Greek, 
Portuguese) 
 
Combining theater with my previous careers (founder of the field of shareholder activism 
on energy and environmental issues, co-founder of the Investor Network on Climate 
Risk, making climate change an issue of investment risk for institutional investors with 
$22 trillion, including U.S. State Treasurers as trustees of state public employees and 
teachers’ pension funds). Redesigned Mary Zimmerman’s Metamorphoses as “Melting
Metamorphoses” set on a cruise ship in Antarctica under global warming conditions, for
the Second Stage Theater’s Associate Artistic Director Chris Burney.  
 
Deborah Vogt is an emerging dramaturg and playwright in Vancouver, BC and she is so 
excited to be attending her first LMDA conference! She has worked as a dramaturg for 
the Arts Club Theatre Company, Vancouver Opera and Festival Dionysia and has had 
plays performed with the Cultch, NOW! Theatre and the University of British 
Columbia. She currently has two musicals and a one-man show in development and most 
recently wrote and produced the YouTube musical Finding Face Time for In Tune 2015.  
 
Michele Volansky is Chair and Associate Professor of Theatre at Washington College 
and an Associate Artist for PlayPenn. She has worked on over one-hundred and fifty new 
and established plays in her professional career and has served on the artistic staffs at 
Actors Theatre of Louisville (1992-95), Steppenwolf Theatre Company (1995-2000) and 
Philadelphia Theatre Company (2000-2004).   She has served as an artistic consultant for 
the TCG playwright residency program, a reader for the Eugene O'Neill Center's National 
Playwrights Conference and the New York Shakespeare Festival/The Joseph Papp Public 
Theatre's Emerging Voices Program and is the 1999 inaugural co-recipient of the Elliot 
Hayes Award for Dramaturgy.  She is a past president of LMDA, the Literary Managers 
and Dramaturgs of the Americas (2002-2004). Her book on playwriting and collaboration 
with Bruce Graham entitled The Collaborative Playwright was published in March, 2007 
by Heinemann Press. She holds a B.A. in English from Washington College, an M.A. 
from Villanova University and a PhD from the University of Hull (England); her 
dissertation explores the politics and advocacy of the critics Kenneth Tynan and Frank 
Rich.  She recently performed Molly Bloom's soliloquy "Penelope" from Ulysses in 
Chestertown, MD's first-ever Bloomsday celebration and lived to tell the tale. 
 
Leah Erickson Webster is a rising senior at Cornish College of the Arts in Seattle, in the 
Original Works program where she studies dramaturgy, playwriting, directing, 
performance, analysis & criticism. She is also employed by the college as their on-staff 
research assistant, social media intern, and admissions assistant. She formerly attended 
the Perpich Center for Arts Education in Minneapolis, MN, a boarding high school where 
she studied music and theatre, and Sarah Lawrence College where she studied 
performance, neuropsychology, and film history & criticism. Leah is here for the first 
time accompanied by her professor and mentor John Wilson, to learn more about the 
global community of working dramaturgs and visit local graduate programs. In her free 
time, Leah enjoys listening to podcasts and DVD commentaries, writing songs with her 
ukulele, and working to dismantle the racist hetero-cis-normative patriarchy.  
 




Jayne Wenger is a San Francisco based director and dramaturg whose exclusive focus is 
on original plays, operas, solo performances and dance theater. She is the past Artistic 
Director of the Bay Area Playwrights Foundation and Women’s Ensemble of New York.  
 
She is an alumna of Djerassi Resident Artist Program; a guest artist and advisory board 
member for The Last Frontier Theatre Conference in Valdez, Alaska; a member of the 
Dramatists Guild, AlterTheater of San Rafael, the League of Professional Theater 
Women and LMDA. 
 
Recent collaborations include The Lariat, an opera by Lisa Scola Prosek, LOVEBIRDS a 
solo performance by Marga Gomez and Wolf by Deke Weaver, part of his series The 
Unreliable Bestiary (unreliablebestiary.org). She was the director and dramaturg for The 
Winter Bear Project an on-going performing arts and social outreach initiative focused on 
teen suicide in the rural Native Alaskan communities.   
 
Michael Wheeler is Artistic Director of Praxis Theatre, a Co-Creator of 
SpiderWebShow.ca, Editor-in-Chief of #CdnCult, and an instructor with the directing 
program at Canada's National Theatre School. He is also Executive Director and 
Transformation Designer of STAF and a director, writer, and social designer. Michael is 
a graduate of the American Repertory Theatre's MFA program (02). 
 
Bob White is in his fourth season as Director of New Plays at the Stratford Festival in 
Canada. As well as heading play development programs for the Festival, Bob has served 
as dramaturg on Kate Hennig’s The Last Wife, Michel Marc Bouchard’s Christina, The 
Girl King, John Murrell’s Taking Shakespeare, Alon Nashman and Paul Thompson’s
Hirsch and the Jillian Keiley productions of The Diary of Anne Frank and Alice Through 
the Looking Glass. 
 
Prior to his Stratford engagement, Bob spent twenty two years at Calgary’s Alberta
Theatre Projects, the last nine as Artistic Director. At ATP, he headed the annual 
Enbridge playRites Festival of New Plays, widely regarded as one of Canada’s premier
new play showcases. Other significant attachments include Co-director, Banff 
Playwrights Colony (1997-2009), Artistic Director, Factory Theatre, Toronto, (1978-87) 
and Dramaturge, Playwrights Workshop Montreal (1975-78). 
 
Bob is a member of The Order of Canada. 
Richard Wolfe is a specialist in contemporary theatre and performance. He’s directed 7
Canadian premieres of international work including: after the quake by Haruki 
Murakami, Thom Pain (based on nothing) by Will Eno, Stupidity (La Estupidez) by 
Rafael Spregelburd and Blue / Orange by Joe Penhall. He’s directed and dramaturged
several new plays, five of which have been published, and has done dramaturgical work 
on many others.  In all, shows he’s directed have received 48 award nominations for 
excellence in Vancouver professional theatre.   Richard is also a member of the Lincoln 
Centre Theatre Directors’ Lab in New York (where he led a workshop on Thornton
Wilder); and has served as Associate Producer at the PuSh International Performing Arts 
Festival.  He’s currently the Artistic Director of Pi Theatre in Vancouver and the
Canadian president of LMDA.    
 
Anna Woodruff has worked as a dramaturg at San Francisco’s foolsFury Factory Parts
Festival and the Flock Theatre in New London, Connecticut. She has interned at the Lark 
Play Development Center and spent the last year working as the Publications Fellow at 
American Conservatory Theater. She is a graduate of the University of Connecticut with 
a B.A. in Theatre Studies and will continue on this fall at Columbia University for an 
M.F.A. in Dramaturgy. 
 
Taylor Wycoff specializes in the relationship between minority performance art and the 
social sphere, and has had the privilege of presenting her research at the Association for 
Theatre in Higher Education Annual Conference, the Philadelphia Theatre Research 
Symposium, and the Western Political Science Association Annual Conference. She is 
the Resident Dramaturg for Cygnet Theatre Company where she serves as the Director of 
Outreach and Education, and is a proud company member of the community based 
theatre company Circle Circle Dot Dot. She has taught for Playwright’s Project and Kids
Act, and is a graduate of the Young Audiences Teaching Artist Institute.  Taylor recieved 
her BA in Theatre Arts and International Relations from the University of San Diego and 
is a member of Phi Beta Kappa. 
 
     
  
 
 
 
 
 
